
 

 

Message of the Consul General of Italy in Jerusalem, Giuseppe Fedele, on the occasion of the 
Italian National Day - 2 June 2020 

Dear friends, 

This year, out of respect for the victims of the pandemic in Italy and in the world, the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation has decided to avoid celebrating the anniversary of 
the Italian National Day with social events through its diplomatic and consular network. 
Nevertheless, this occasion offers an opportunity for reflection and remembrance. 

Italy will be able to recover from the current challenging juncture, as it has already done several 
times in the past, starting from that defining June 2, 1946. Such date marked, together with the 
definitive choice in favour of the Republic, the starting point of the rebirth from the totalitarian 
drift of the Fascist period and from the rubble of the Second World War. 

This rebirth could not have happened without the collaboration of the different political and social 
groups within the country, who chose to sit at the same table to give life to the Constitution. Since 
then, the Constitution has been the beacon of our work, based on principles that today are more 
relevant than ever, as we rise together with our partners around the world from the health 
emergency: freedom, equality, justice and democracy. 

These are the same principles that guide the actions of Italy and the European Union in this area. 
We continue to support the institutions of the Palestinian Authority in view of creating an 
independent and democratic Palestinian state that lives in peace and security alongside the state 
of Israel in the context of a negotiated solution to the conflict able to preserve the status of 
Jerusalem as shared capital of the two states. Italy’s collaboration with Palestine - at all levels: 
political, economic, cultural - remains inspired by this basic objective. 

The long-lasting bilateral relationship between Italy and Palestine ranges across a multiplicity of 
areas of cooperation: agriculture, education, environment, justice and human rights, training of 
diplomats, protection of cultural heritage and training of the Palestinian security forces, thanks to 
the highly professional expertise made available by the Carabinieri. It is my hope that such rich 
relationship will soon be sanctioned and further intensified through a new high-level meeting 
between the respective governments, as soon as conditions permit. Meanwhile, last December, 
the third meeting of the Italian-Palestinian Joint Business Forum in Ramallah deepened economic 
and commercial relations and mutual knowledge between the two business systems. 

Furthermore, the collaboration between Italy and Palestine remains intense in the areas of culture 
and heritage protection, through archaeological missions, restoration works, and training of local 



experts. It is worth mentioning the restoration works on the Basilica of the Nativity in Bethlehem, 
a world heritage site, or the initiatives in the pipeline to celebrate Bethlehem, the Capital of Arab 
Culture, at the latest next year. 

We can not fail to mention the daily work that AICS - Jerusalem, together with international 
agencies, our Non-Governmental Organizations and local authorities, carries out to improve the 
living conditions of the Palestinian population starting with the health and gender policies, 
severely challenged by the ongoing pandemic. 

I would also like to recall our commitment to promote the Italian language and culture in our area 
of jurisdiction, also thanks to the precious activities of the Dante Alighieri Society with its 
Committees in Jerusalem and Ramallah-Bethlehem. We are also committed to provide due 
services as effectively as possible to the Italian Community of Jerusalem, the West Bank and the 
Gaza Strip, represented by the Comites, whom I thank for its always fruitful collaboration. I like to 
recall how rich, articulated and rooted this community is: from Israelite to Palestinian, from fellow 
nationals active in development cooperation to staff involved in international organizations and 
missions, to the religious community that for centuries has played a crucial role in Terra Sancta. 
Once the limitations imposed by the health emergency are lifted, the doors of the Consulate 
General will be open to all once again, to bring together the formidable energies of our 
community. 

Recovery from the current pandemic requires cooperation among individuals, among scientific 
communities, among governments. Thanks to the solidarity and values shown by our fellow-
countrymen and women, to the heroic sacrifices of the healthcare staff, to the commitment of 
researchers and scientists, to the generous assistance of partners from near and far, Italy is getting 
back on its feet and making available to its friends the experience it has gained. 

This same spirit of collaboration will be crucial in the Holy Land, not only to overcome the current 
health crisis, but more generally for Israel and Palestine to return to the negotiating table with a 
view to resuming peace negotiations and reaching a fair and lasting solution, in line with the 
legitimate needs and aspirations of both peoples. 

My wish to all Italian citizens, and to all friends of Italy in the world, is to follow the example set on 
the 2nd of June 74 years ago, so to build on the lessons that this long fight against the virus is 
teaching us. From difficulties, more solidarity can arise. 

Happy Italian National Day! 

 


